TRANSLATOR AND LANGUAGE CHANGE: ON J.R.R. TOLKIEN'S TRANSLATION OF
Introduction
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, an English poem written in the latter half of the 14 th century, constitutes an important part of John Ronald Reuel Tolkien's life as a scholar and translator. He first read it at King Edward's School in Birmingham, and the text quickly became one of his favorites . In 1925, his and Eric Valentine Gordon's edition of the poem was published, promptly becoming standard. Besides, Sir Gawain has also influenced Tolkien's own writings. For instance, the renowned philologist alludes to the opening stanza of Sir Gawain in his preface to "Farmer Giles of Ham": "Since Brutus came to Britain many kings and realms have come and gone. <…> the years were filled with swift alternations of war and peace, of mirth and woe, as historians of the reign of Arthur tell us" ("Farmer Giles" 66), which His keen interest in the themes, mythological roots, symbolism, structure, and moral of the poem is clearly expressed in the lecture he gave on April 15, 1953. In Tolkien's view, the translation was necessary if the poem were "not to remain the literary pleasure only of medieval specialists" 4 (SGGKb 2). In his translation of the poem, Tolkien was primarily interested in "a number of special verse words, never used in ordinary talk or prose, that were 'dark' to those outside the tradition" (SGGKb 2), which resulted in his use of archaic diction such as capadoce 'a short cape' or carl 'man', creating a medievalizing idiom. When preparing the posthumous book, Christopher Tolkien had to add a glossary of archaic and technical words used by his father.
For the 1925 edition, Tolkien was responsible for compiling a detailed glossary and etymologies, and (with Gordon) pointed to the richness and diversity of the poem's vocabulary (SGGKa vii). They observe that its language is far more complex than a local dialect and consists of several elements. On the one hand, the Gawain-poet uses some native words that were characteristic of Old and Middle English alliterative poetry. On the other hand, more than one third of his vocabulary is not derived from Old English. At a rough estimate, of a total of 2650 words about 250 have Scandinavian etymologies (although at the time they were no longer considered borrowings, but rather northern dialect words) and about 750 are of French origin (figures from SGGKa 138). This study focuses on the latter feature of the vocabulary of the poem: the combination of French and dialect (Scandinavian) words. It discusses the stylistic effect thus created by the Gawain-poet and whether it is preserved in Tokien's translation. Some parallels with 2007 Simon Armitage's translation will be drawn for the sake of comparison.
Tolkien's translation of Sir Gawain: aims and principles
The publication of Tolkien's translation of Sir Gawain was repeatedly delayed, largely due to the translator's perfectionism and concern over the verse and diction of the poem. On 6 January 1965, he wrote to his grandson, Michael George Tolkien, "I am sorry my Gawain and Pearl will not be in time to assist you (if indeed they would): largely owing, in addition to the natural difficulty of rendering verse into verse, to my discovering many minor points about words, in the course of my work, which lead me off. <…> But I think anyone who reads my version, however learned a Middle English scholar, will get a more direct impression of the poem's impact (on one who knew the language)" (Letters 352 , here and elsewhere emphasis added). Later that year, in a letter to Rayner Unwin, Tolkien once again commented on his future readers: "Too much to say, and not sure of my target. The main target is, of course, the general reader of literary bent with no knowledge of Middle English…" (Letters 364 ).
In the introduction, collected by Christopher Tolkien from his father's notes and printed posthumously, Tolkien thus specifies the governing principles of his translation:
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The main object … is to preserve the metres, which are essential to the poems as wholes, and to present the language and style, nonetheless, not as they may appear at a superficial glance, archaic, queer, crabbed 2 and rustic, but as they were for the people to whom they were addressed: if English and
conservative, yet courtly, wise, and well-bred -educated, indeed learned. 
Rendering the poem's diction
Every translation, of course, is an act of interpretation of the source text and its subsequent change. As Stephen Prickett puts it, Translation, especially from one period of time to another, is not just a matter of finding the nearest equivalents for words or syntactic structures. In addition it involves altering the fine network of unconscious or half-conscious presuppositions that underlie the actual words or phrases, and which differentiate so characteristically the climate of thought and feeling of one age from that of another. (7) Thus, in order to evaluate the choices made by the translator, his or her interpretation of the text, we first have to understand the way this "fine network" works in the original.
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Sir Gawain is an English text that witnessed a period of enormous introduction of French words and phrases . Though much has been said on bilingualism in Late Medieval England in general, it seems that still, as Machan puts it, "much remains to be discovered about the complexities and nuances of late-medieval sociolinguistic practice" (112).
The outcomes of prolonged language contact in the realm of lexical stylistics, the use of French loanwords in the period of their absorption into the native stock by sophisticated poets have started to attract researchers' attention. For example, it has been observed that the density of borrowings in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales is associated with the differences in character descriptions and their status , or that in Boece Chaucer alternated between condensing French loanwords and avoiding them in different passages depending on their topic (Žoludeva 109-17) . The Gawain-poet, and here I echo many critics, is also very adept at lexical subtlety: he "is distinguished from fellow alliterative poets as much as from writers of other forms of Middle English verse, by his richness of vocabulary and the precision with which… he makes use of it" (Davenport 219).
What one may notice about Sir Gawain is the fact that French words are not distributed evenly in the text, but are stylistically charged and participate in the poem's imagery. The author uses the stylistic contrasts between borrowed and native words; he carefully loads some of his lines with French loanwords while others are devoid of them (Volkonskaya 148 ). This technique is very prominent in some descriptive passages and in the speech of the main characters.
For example, when the Green Knight first enters Camelot, the author gives his detailed portrait. It is very ambiguous, for the challenger is a mysterious character -"an amalgam of nature and culture" (Chism 76) , and the description alternates between the beautiful and the grotesque Besserman; . We see the Green Knight both as a handsome courtier, dressed in line with the latest fashion, and a monster, a bearded churl, and the language of the description alternates accordingly. Compare ll. 151-6, which abound in French words, with ll. 179-84 (here and elsewhere words of French origin are italicized, whereas dialect (Scandinavian) words are underlined):
Ande al grayþed in grene þis gome and his wedes:
A strayt cote ful stre3t, þat stek on his sides, As noted by Tim Machan, "the brusqueness of the Green Knight's language compounds the boorishness of his entrance to Camelot, and the contrast between the wildness associated with him and the civility of Arthur's court again manifests itself in the elegance of Gawain's request… to assume the test for the king" (142). This coarse manner of the Green Knight's speech provides a stark contrast to the way he speaks at the end of the poem, after he reveals himself to be the lord of the castle, a perfect example of a courteous gentleman:
Þou art confessed so clene, beknowen of þy mysses,
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And hatz þe penaunce apert of þe poynt of myn egge, I halde þe polysed of þat ply3t, and pured as clene
As þou hadez neuer forfeted syþen þou watz fyrst borne… (ll. 2391-4)
The Green Knight's/Lord's speech strategy has completely changed; moreover, the French borrowings he uses all entered the English language in the 14 th century. These shifts in his speech reflect the stylistic value of French loanwords at the time -they indicate a change in the Green Knight, the fact that he has stopped being a ruthless churl representing the forces of nature and turned instead to courtly speech and behaviour, accepting for a while the conventions of chivalric society.
This ambiguity of the Green Knight, his inherent contrasts and contradictions are brought out from the start, in the first words with which he addresses the knights of the Round Table: ' If we examine the lines describing the Green Knight, we will also notice some differences between Tolkien's translation and the original: All of green were they made, both garments and man:
a coat tight and close that clung to his sides; a rich robe above it all arrayed within with fur finely trimmed, shewing fair fringes of handsome ermine gay, as his hood was also, that was lifted from his locks and laid on his shoulders… (SGGKb 21)
Very gay was this great man guised all in green, and the hair of his head with his horse's accorded: We may simply consider the number of words belonging to the higher register in these passages : haste, announce, enquire, agreement, fortune, confessed, errors, penance, purged . And whereas Tolkien medievalizes the text by using archaic grammar (thee, thou, thine, thou'lt, mayst, hadst) , yet nothing indicates that in the original these passages have very different modes of diction.
For a change, the final example is not related to the Green Knight. The passage comes from the description of Sir Gawain's travels through North Wales to Wirral:
Now ridez þis renk þur3 þe ryalme of Logres, Sir Gauan, on Godez halue, þa3 hym no gomen þo3t.
Oft leudlez alone he lengez on ny3tez
Þer he fonde no3t hym byfore þe fare þat he lyked.
Hade he no fere bot his fole bi frythez and dounez, And ever he asked as he went on of all whom he met if they had heard any news of a knight that was green in any ground thereabouts, or of the Green Chapel.
And all denied it, saying nay, and that never in their lives a single man had they seen that of such a colour could be. Again, the number of elevated words is much higher (among these we even find such learned words as commune and mortal), which goes against the tone of the original.
Conclusion
What follows from this discussion is that there is a divergence, a certain gap, between Sir Gawain and Tolkien's translation. What was called the first, plain mode of diction and the contrast that follows between different passages and descriptions are not preserved in Tolkien's translation, as his rendering of Sir Gawain maintains an elevated tone throughout the whole poem. Undoubtedly, this is partly due to language change, as French loanwords, which were only entering the English language at the end of the 14 th century, have undergone subsequent assimilation and stratification. And yet many of these words now belong to the higher register as opposed to common native words; they could have been used with more care. On the other hand, as any translation is always an interpretation of the original and not an attempt to render all the effects from one language into another, the changes are inevitable due to the translator's choices about what to keep and what to dismiss or even his or her failure to recognize certain aspects of 12 the original. From Tolkien's own writings we know that for him the most important element of the diction of Sir Gawain that had to be preserved were separate archaic words. remains to be discovered, this change in the critical stance on the place of alliterative poetry will probably affect only the future translators.
